OUTING CLUB ON MOUNTAIN HIKE

TWO STUDENTS LOST NEAR TUNNEL

The Outing club held its first long hike of the season last Saturday, January the 13th. Seventeen students and faculty made the start, and a roll call at the top, La Cumbre, revealed the fact that fifteen had arrived. The hikers met with Mrs. H. E. Jacobs, at thirty-seven strong. By the time that the route reached the party had increased to seventeen, five having ridden to the summit point.

The party soon began to spread out, and the trail became steep. From a vantage point just above Widow's Tears, from which one may have been seen in all directions, in growing of two and three. Four of the hikers reached the top about eleven o'clock, and then on until about one the others began "tagging" in in varied states of dilapidation. Bill Everitt and Ruth Garner raced Jack Near and Roy Deschaine for the International Hikers' Stop. Nepenthe, and after a bitter contest, the latter team won, with a neat (final) average of 268 1/4 stops to a mile.

The lookout station on the summit was visited, where lunch was eaten and enjoyed by all. Right of the party came back by way of the Flat, where they visited the spring, which was tested, and the body was home before ten o'clock.

Those who enjoyed the hike were: Mary C. Smith, Oliver Moline, Misses Jacobs, Mr. and Mrs. Lee J. Vodicka, "Artillery" Dunbar, "Gravy" Youngs, "Jose" Maynard, Baby Higgins, "Katy" Hutchinson, Bonnie, J. Helen Culp, "Robin Hood" Goodwin, "Gentle" Culp, "Pete" Ellsworth, and "Feisty" Ellsworth. LOST ON THE MOUNTAIN: Bill and Lois Pearson.

Any information about the two missing, be greatly appreciated by the Outing Club. They were about a quarter mile above the Tunnel.

LECTURE GIVEN ON LIFE OF INDIANS

Mr. John P. Harrington gave an interesting lecture in the cafeteria last Friday afternoon. Mr. Harrington spoke on American Indian life. Many students as well as the general public attended the lecture. Owing to the recent discoveries made by Mr. Harrington near Old Mission Mound, where he has found many important Indian relics, this lecture was of especial interest to the students.

Mr. Harrington is a representative of the Smithsonian Institute, which is interested in the discoveries made here.

An interesting party will be held Saturday night at the residence of Jacobs by the Community Mechanics department. All details are secret, and a surprise is in store for the members of the class who are attending. Miss Eleanor Zech, whose honor the party will be given.

A.W.S. SUPPER NEXT FRIDAY, REC. CENTER

A supper for the women will be held next Friday, January 18, in the sun room at Recreation Center at 5:30 o'clock, under the auspices of the A.W.S. The supper was postponed from Friday, January 11, on account of Miss Eliza May of Recreation Center.

The program includes Misses Aufr, Misses White, Misses Baker, Misses Smith, Misses Culp, Misses Moline, Misses Bowers, Misses Lay, Misses Wilson, Misses Bliven and Misses Young.

GUNTHER'S POSITION STEADILY IMPROVES

The many students and faculty members who have visited Mr. Guenther recently have been encouraged to find his condition continually better and a good progress of his treatment and interest returned. It is hoped that Mr. Guenther will be able to take over his classes the beginning of next semester.

The success of some of his latest papers probably has contributed in a measure to Guenther's continued improvement. A paper on the status of students, which is an analysis of the factors that condition the status of students in the United States, is being published in the December Bulletin of the National League of Teachers Association. Mr. Guenther is now preparing a sequel to that discussion in which the problem is treated more fully.

GIRLS ATHLETIC NEWS

The freshman girls were the winners in the final basketball game held just before the Christmas vacation. Three contests were held between the upper and lower classes, in order to determine the winner. The freshman girls were victorious after a hard fight which resulted in a two to one decision. The losing team will reward the winners with a supper, which, according to Miss Anna Roenigk, captain of the upper classmen, will be enjoyed. Those on the winning team are: Captain Roenigk, Katharine Hull, Margaret Kincher, Margaret Riehle, Frances Dearborn, Ruth Blanchard, Barbara Dewianey, Frances Lincoln, Katharine Kincher, and Barbara Dowley.

At this week's meeting of the executive committee, Miss Florence Austin, Secretary, in charge of the executive committee, made the statement that the first meeting of the executive committee would be held next week when Mr. Austin will be in town.

1924 LA CUMBERI STAFF IS NAMED

NEW FEATURES FOR ANNUAL PLANNED

The staff of "La Cumbre," the student newspaper, is announced for the first time by Miss Eleanor Zech, editor of this year's book, and plans for the magazine, to come out in the latter part of May, are now under way. A staff meeting is scheduled for the near future.

It is planned to make a college in the campus, which is the name of the magazine this year, by including many new departments, and also by adding other new features desired, to give the magazine a distinctly "collegiate atmosphere." A special feature of the magazine will be the photographic work done by Ted Boshworth, chairman of the photography department, and also more pictures of the college activities.

A snapshot contest has already been announced, with a cash prize of five dollars will be given for the best snap-shot made this year.

Even if last year's annual was better than the one of the year before, it is expected that the magazine this year will be even better.

The staff for the "La Cumbre" follows:

Eleanor Zech, Editor

Community Mechanics

Margaret Kincher, Art, Calendar

Helen Culp, College, Alumni

Ellsworth, Faculty, O.C.A.

SECOND INTELLIGENCE TEST LAST THURSDAY

The second Intelligence test to be given in the Santa Barbara Junior College was given in the gymnasium. It was similar to the first Intelligence test, though not quite as long. This test was given last Thursday, in order to check the averages on the first one.

The results will be compiled and general percentages given out to the "public." Students may get their own individual scores by special personal request at the office.

The Community Mechanics department hopes to build in concrete construction next semester so that all foundation work, etc., can be ready for the summer class to begin their construction during the building for the following summer.

READ THIS!!

The advertisers in this paper deserve your support. They make The Eagle possible. It's up to us to return the favor.
VALUE OF TIME

If we stop to consider it will become obvious to us that many people lose two or three hours every day by not taking care of the minutes. Never think any portion of time, whatsoever, to be short or employed; something may always be done with it.

Nothing is more expensive than time and few things are valued less.

Steadily, unerringly, mercilessly, life's currents sweep away the hours we squander. One day Winter suddenly passes. What have you done all Summer and Fall?

And only then does it dawn upon us that time flies and that opportunity is irrevocably gone—gone forever.

Time's wings never turn back; yesterday we cannot recover. Tomorrow is "now" multiplied.

The term is almost over and we are about to begin a new one. It is time to make 'New Term Resolutions.'

Look back, over your work of the past five months. Are you satisfied that you have done the best that you could? Have you entered into the activities that the school has to offer, or are there things lacking here that you feel the need of, don't sit back and grieve over it. Yours is the opportunity to create. If you want Fraternities and Sororities established at S.B.C., start the ball a rolling. If the College seems to lack in School Spirit, what's the matter with rolling up your sleeves and making a little?

Think it over, people. Shall we leave the old school at the end of the year no better off for our having been here? Shall we depart these arched corridors feeling that we have wasted a whole precious year of our lives?

The College is what you choose to make it. If you wish to have the most sincere sorrow and regret that the college heard of the death on last Wednesday, of Miss Margaret Baylor, founder and superintendent of Recreation Center, and prominent social service worker of the College.

Many of the students of the college knew Miss Baylor personally, and knew her as one always interested in young men and women; and their problems, always ready to do all in her power to help them. Miss Baylor was a great friend and well-wisher of the Santa Barbara State College, and helped in many ways to further its aims.

The college sympathizes with the community in the loss of so valued a worker and so sincere and true a friend as Miss Baylor.
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COLLEGE WINS IN BASKETBALL GAMES

On Wednesday, January 9th, the College played a practice basketball game with the local High School and beat them to the score of 88 to 13.

On Saturday evening, January 13th, the College played two games with Oxnard, the lightweight team playing to the score of 25 to 17 and the heavyweight team going to a 58 to 50 score, both in our favor. Sonny Connolly, who was the star on the lights, with Minnette starring for the heavies. The heavies or varsity fought to a 59 to 10 score of 26 to 17, and the College played a fast, snappy game, but didn't show as much team work present as they generally do in their daily practice.

Manager Beegert has lined up games with Fillmore, and Lonpon, and is trying to get games with Santa Maria, Santa Paula and San Luis.

As there are about twenty-five men turning out every Friday for boxing and all seem to have the punch, Coach Gilliland is in a quandary as to who will get the high grades at the end of the term. It has been suggested, and the idea is being entertained by him, to put on a battle royal and let the men eliminate themselves. Further details of the battle will be announced in a later issue.

JOKES

Cannibal Chief—What is your occupation?

Captivate—A critic.

"Compare what you have done to others with what we shall do to you!" * * *

He—Don't you think it's true that opposites attract?

She—Of course, dumb-bell.

PUBLIC SPEAKING TEACHED—

When speaking before a large audience always put one foot in front of the other, ready to run.

Landlady—Just fancy, a poor, innocent little lamb had to die to give us these chops.

Boarder (at work)—Tough, tough.

If more love-nests were started with a nest egg, the marriage would not be so easily broken.

For rent—Nicely furnished room with bath on car line.

Teacher—Order, Order, Greencoag (just awakened)—A nut sundae and a chocolate soda.

ONE WORD SALE

Butcher—Chicken?

Pair One—Fresh!

"Yes, Impassionable!"

"What is the surest sign that a fellow is in love?"

"When he divorces his wife."

The novice at trout fishing had hooked a very small trout and had wound it in until it was jammed at the very end of his rod.

Pupil—What do I do now that I've finished winding.

Instructor—Climb up the rod and stab it... Punch.

With Oxnard, completed game.

Victim—Hey, that wasn't the fish I wanted paired.

Dentist—Calm yourself. I'm coming to you.

Ornithologists say that heron and this bittern are by nature the most independent of all birds. Evidently it is true that bitterns sever, never shall be slaves—Bywander (London).
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GOLD FISH CAFE

Inspection of our Kitchen is constantly invited at all times.

ALL DISHES STERILIZED BEFORE SERVING

Telephone 3463
1028 State St.
Santa Barbara, Cal.

COLUMBIA DRUG CO.
Louis Miratti and Sons

FAST FREE FURIOUS DELIVERY

Telephone 1204

Santa Barbara, Cal.

Commercial of Santa Barbara Branch
Pacific-Southwest Trust & Savings Bank

4% Paid On Savings Accounts

McCAFFREY BROS.

EXCLUSIVE SPORTING GOODS
Tennis Rackets Restrung

Telephone 256
634 State Street
Santa Barbara, Calif.
by everyone who knows him has been out to visit at least once; consequently he has been having many visitors.

Alyne Hayman, who attended the Junior College last semester, has left school and is now going to Mills College.

Edith Bond, a former student, paid an all-day visit at the college last week.

It is reported that the Outing club experienced some wild adventures on their last hike. A story might be written on the details of the trip with a title of "The Horrors of the La Cumbre Trail." Ask Mary Platt.

Now that Leap Year is here it is reported that Sonny Schoen is being violently pursued by designating females. Sonny threatens to leave school if the ladies don't stop.

A new improvement on the Co-op is the built-in showcase for candies which appeared after the holidays.

Those mid-Victorian damsels—sedate and solemn crop—they never took long chances. But knew just where to stop.

The new-style girl is freer—Those mid-Victorian damsels—sedate and solemn crop—they never took long chances. But knew just where to stop.

The new-style girl is freer—Those mid-Victorian damsels—sedate and solemn crop—they never took long chances. But knew just where to stop.

Dorothy Edmonson, who was absent for several weeks, is now recovered from her illness.

Thyra Catlin, a former student of the Junior College, visited school last week.

Mr. Templer, head of the Junior College, visited school last week.

For good snaps which we see everywhere around the corridors, he should not hesitate. Don't overlook the many opportunities for good snaps which we see every day around the corridors.
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TRADING DELIGHT

We carry a complete line of fine stationery and toilet requisites.

J. L. HENDRICKS

Typewriter Headquarters

Portable Typewriter

Remington

COMPACT—case only four inches high.

COMPLETE—with standard features including standard keyboard.

No shifting for figures.

Price, with case, $60.

Cash or Terms

We carry a complete line of fine stationery and toilet requisites.

S. E. MORRIS

1219 State Phone 449
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An American visitor in London, buying a paper from a newsboy, said:

"I should have to pay double the price of this paper if I were ever in America."

"Well," replied theurchin, "you can pay me double, guv'-er, if it'll make yer feel more at home."—Pearson's Weekly.

A Frenchman was courting an English girl. Her mother said, mischievously:

"Now, monsieur, if my daughter and I were both drowning, which would you save first?"

With great presence of mind, he replied: "I would save Madame, and I would perish with Madame."—London Daily News.

"Where do your children learn all their bad language?"

"We live near the income-tax collector's office."—Jugend (Münchenering).

"How do you go to Hades?"

"Rene—in a Ford."—The Bulletin (Sydney)

"Very Obvious"

His wife (a very amorous cook): Don't grow out of your food, John! No one is going to take it away from you!—Sketch (London).

"Wait—How do you go to Hades?"

"Rene—in a Ford."—The Bulletin (Sydney)

"Yes, he's a bachelor."—Life.

"He never completed his education."

"I would save Madame, and I would perish with Madame."—London Daily News.

"Dad—What did you do with the last ten dollars I sent you?"

"See—I bought a dollar's worth of oranges and figs and spent the rest on dates."—Western Washington.

"Where do your children learn all their bad language?"

"We live near the income-tax collector's office."—Jugend (Münchenering).

"How do you go to Hades?"

"Rene—in a Ford."—The Bulletin (Sydney)

"Yes, he's a bachelor."—Life.

"He never completed his education."

"I would save Madame, and I would perish with Madame."—London Daily News.

"Dad—What did you do with the last ten dollars I sent you?"

"See—I bought a dollar's worth of oranges and figs and spent the rest on dates."—Western Washington.

When other sources fail, Life will fill these columns!
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"And in our modern fiction they never took long chances, but knew just where to stop."

A new taste sensation from California—Fruit o'Cal.

Fruit o'Cal is delicious—the taste sensation of the day. A real treat for the family—a brand new desert made of California's favorite fruits and nuts—deliciously glazed and blended into a loaf of wonderful goodness.

A new taste sensation from California—Fruit o'Cal.
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